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Description

That table is defined in both:

dbMigration-2.3-2.4-add-MigrationEventLog-table.sql

reportsSchema.sql

But in definition is not the same in each script.

Associated revisions

Revision d6a45120 - 2012-04-25 17:54 - François ARMAND

Fixes #2474: synchronize definitions of MigrationEventLog

Revision 90ddb968 - 2012-05-23 13:47 - François ARMAND

Merge branch 'branches/rudder/2.4'

branches/rudder/2.4: (21 commits)

FIXES #2493 Add reason field in Directive management

FIXES #2494 Add reason field in group management

Fixes #2495: update the SQL query to find eventlog to migrate so that the query is compatible with old PostgreSQL database

FIXES #2490 Add reasons field to rule edit form

FIXES #2490 Add reasons field to rule edit form

Issue #2399: basic backend infra to allow to store eventLog reason message in database. No git nor UI for now. Reason are displayed in

EventLog screen.

Refs #2383 remove snapshot options about rudder-project repository in pom.xml

Add -n to echo commands for generating hashed password, otherwise they don't work. Refs #2408.

Fixes #2404: changing container of a group in the edit form of that group does not work

Backport #2156 to Rudder 2.3 (PT name in CR pop-up for details)

Fixes #2474: synchronize definitions of MigrationEventLog

Fixes #2254: Forbid any access on the rudder webdav endpoint (inventories) if the HTTP method is not 'PUT' (cherry picked from commit

61da7b7261eb8a6c9cdde060abecb02c8a4892d1)

Fixes #2433: Corrected a small typo in the CheckDIT.scala file (cherry picked from commit c6c5f54b4ca713931f57636a5e8049a9435ce5a9)

Fixes #2468: change text in pop-up for PT/PI desactivation

Fixes #2464: the LDAP Query engine was buggy, what make bad rules appeared in 'that node will be configured with that when accepted'

pop-up

fixes #2449 ID in eventlog now correctly indented

fixes #2450 Reload techniques snippet added in Policy Server screen

Fixes #2458: if at least one PI is enabled in a CR, the CR is partially applied (not 'not applied') and the compliance is computed

Fixes #2134: backport #2134: missing node name details when accepting a server, in the futur configuration rules applied popup

issue #2249 Search module is now availivable in techniques library management screen

...

History

#1 - 2012-06-05 19:56 - Jonathan CLARKE

- Project changed from 28 to Rudder

I don't think this is anything to do with the Hello World plugin!
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#2 - 2012-06-05 19:56 - Jonathan CLARKE

- Category set to 11

- Target version changed from 2.4.0~alpha7 to 2.4.0~beta1

Is this still the case? If so, it needs to be adressed pronto!

#3 - 2012-06-11 18:56 - François ARMAND

- Status changed from In progress to Pending technical review

That was corrected in b2298b24

#4 - 2012-06-18 12:42 - Nicolas CHARLES

- Status changed from Pending technical review to Released

This looks valid, thank you Francois

#5 - 2013-02-18 19:13 - Nicolas PERRON

- Project changed from Rudder to 34

- Category deleted (11)

#6 - 2015-03-11 12:09 - Benoît PECCATTE

- Project changed from 34 to Rudder

- Category set to Packaging
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